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I have created a html file with the header "hXDv8EmB2a2A". But when I open it with a browser it doesn't show the contents. It shows that the page is blank. My codes are below. HTML code dont show anything Hello world! Tried to use the header "XDv8EmB2a2A" A: The section tag is missing With the "section" tag you can define content in the body and even define attributes. If you want to reference the xml file with the header this way you can add the url to the
section and it will work. Example Q: How to set start and end date in Kendo UI Scheduler I am trying to set start date to 10/25/2017 and end date to 12/18/2017 and time as 00:00:00 and it's not working for me This is my code: var startDate = new Date("10/25/2017"); var endDate = new Date("12/18/2017"); var time = "00:00:00"; $("#scheduler").kendoScheduler({ date: startDate,

How to find the serial number of any game or any software or application. 127,358 views127K views. Oct 18, 2017 ... How to find the serial number of any game or any software or application. Author: Andrey Zaharov. How to find the serial number of any game or any software or application. Posted on Oct 17, 2017 by Andrey Zaharov. What is a serial number? This is a special code that is issued by the manufacturer of games and applications or software developers,
which allows you to identify the program or game as belonging to that particular manufacturer or developer. fffad4f19a
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